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In this special guest feature from Scienti c Computing World, Robert Roe speaks with Dr Maria
Girone, Chief Technology O cer at CERN openlab ahead of her keynote presentation at ISC 201
As the CERN organization prepares
for ‘high-luminosity’ experiments in
2026, the organization faces the
signi cant challenge of supplying a
computing infrastructure that can
handle the huge amount of data
generated. To overcome this, CERN
openlab is working on a mixture of
novel new approaches to data
handling and the use of commercial
cloud companies that can help
expand the capacity available to
CERN researchers.
The challenge of creating the largest

Maria Girone is CTO of CERN openlab

particle accelerator is now complete but there is another challenge – harnessing all of the
data produced through experimentation. This will become even greater when the ‘highluminosity’ LHC experiments begin in 2026.
The demands of capturing, storing, and processing the large volumes of data generated by
the LHC experiments may be as much as 50 to 100 times larger than today, with storage
needs expected to be in the order of exabytes.
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SCW: What are the scale of the ICT
challenges faced by CERN?
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ASICs lter this down to approximately 100,000 collision events, which are then sent for
digital reconstruction. More detailed algorithms whittle this down to around 100 ‘events o
interest’ per second.
In 2017, this process resulted in 40 petabytes of data being sent to the main CERN data
centre, which is where archiving and processing takes place. This data centre – together w
its remote extension in Hungary – hosts 230,000 processor cores and 15,000 servers. Toda
over 230 petabytes are permanently archived on tape.
Researchers at CERN have developed custom-built disk and tape systems that can scale to
huge capacity and are capable of delivering data at a rate of petabytes per day.
SCW: What is the approach to handling

the data produced from LHC?

Maria Girone: The Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) is used to store, distribute, an
analyse this enormous volume of data. The WLCG is the largest collection of computing
resources ever assembled for a single scienti c endeavour. It consists of more than 800,00
processor cores, with 400 petabytes on disk and 500 petabytes on tape. There are around
170 sites in the WLCG, located across all continents except Antarctica.
The networks of the WLCG move roughly two petabytes of data daily. The WLCG di ers fro
more traditional high-performance computing centres in that it is much more distributed,
with applications well adapted for parallelisation and for running independently.
https://insidehpc.com/2018/07/addressing-computing-challenges-isc/
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Multiple LHC experiments have also carried out tests to
examine the feasibility of expanding into commercial
cloud resources for processing data. I recently led
demonstrations that showed we could double the
processing resources available to a single experiment
for bursts.
SCW: What is CERN openlab?
Maria Girone: CERN openlab is a public-private
partnership between CERN and leading ICT companies.
Our mission is to accelerate the development of cuttingedge ICT solutions for the worldwide LHC community –
as well as for wider scienti c research.
Through CERN openlab, CERN provides access to its complex ICT infrastructure and its
engineering experience. Testing in CERN’s demanding environment provides the ICT indus
collaborators with valuable feedback on their products, while enabling CERN to assess the
merits of new technologies in their early stages of development for possible future use. Th
framework also o ers a neutral ground for carrying out advanced research-anddevelopment activities with multiple companies.
SCW: CERN openlab was rst initiated 2001. How has its role changed over this time?
Maria Girone: Since its establishment in 2001, CERN openlab has been organised into
successive three-year phases. Working in this manner provides us with regular opportunit
to assess our progress and to ensure that we are always working to tackle the ICT challeng
most relevant to the LHC research community.
Our rst phase focused speci cally on the development of an advanced computing-cluste
prototype, but since then our work has expanded to incorporate a much wider range of
domains, including work related to grid computing, networking, virtualisation, industrial
control systems, new computing architectures, and much more.
Our fth three-year phase came to a close at the end of 2017. This phase featured around
R&D projects; these tackled ambitious challenges covering the most critical needs of ICT
infrastructures in domains such as data acquisition, computing platforms, data storage
architectures, compute provisioning and management, networks and communication, and
data analytics.
During our fth phase, CERN openlab also grew to include more collaborating companies,
thus enabling a wider range of ICT challenges to be addressed. For the rst time, other
research institutes also joined CERN openlab in our endeavour to accelerate the
development of cutting-edge ICT solutions for science. Working together with other
laboratories to tackle common ICT challenges is both highly useful and helps to ensure
maximum relevancy of our work.
https://insidehpc.com/2018/07/addressing-computing-challenges-isc/
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As well as this technical work, CERN openlab also carries out training and educational
activities. This is an area that has really grown over the past decade and a half. For examp
each year we run a nine-week programme for about 40 students. Bachelor’s and master’s
students specialising in subjects related to computer science come to CERN to work on
cutting-edge projects with our collaborators. These projects often feature hands-on practi
with the latest ICT solutions.
SCW: As CERN prepares for ‘the High-Luminosity LHC’ in 2026 how will the computing
requirements change?
Maria Girone: CERN openlab’s new three-year phase, which started at the beginning of
2018, aims to address many of the ICT challenges posed by the High-Luminosity LHC (HLLHC). Last September, we published a white paper highlighting many of the key challenge
areas that we believe are ripe for tackling together with our industry collaborators.
A series of planned upgrades to the LHC will result in the HL-LHC coming online in around
2026. This will crank up the performance of the LHC signi cantly and will increase the
potential for discoveries. The higher the luminosity, the more collisions, and the more data
the experiments can gather.
An increased rate of collision events means that digital reconstruction of collisions becom
signi cantly more complex. At the same time, the LHC experiments plan to employ new,
more exible ltering systems that will collect a greater number of events.
This will drive a huge increase in computing needs. Using current software, hardware, and
analysis techniques, the estimated computing capacity required would be around 50 to 10
times higher than today. Data storage needs are expected to be in the order of exabytes b
this time. Technology advances over the next seven to 10 years will likely yield an
improvement of approximately a factor 10 in both the amount of processing and storage
available at the same cost, but will still leave a signi cant resource gap. The solution to thi
likely to be found in a series of hard-fought improvements and technology migrations – ea
contributing small advances – rather than a single revolutionary change.
In order to achieve the required scale, we will have to make use of a mix of new hardware
architectures and new computing techniques. We do not have existing proof of concepts,
we do have examples from industry related to improvements in data analytics, and
techniques like machine learning, that we think can help. High-performance hardware
architectures like GPUs, FPGAs, and the next generation of CPUs also o er the potential to
dramatically improve some applications.
Tying this heterogeneous system together and equipping it with the latest software
techniques is going to be a huge R&D challenge over the next few years. Innovation is
therefore vital; we believe that working together with leading ICT companies through CERN
openlab can play a very important role in helping us to overcome the challenges we face.
This story appears here as part of a cross-publishing agreement with Scienti c Computing Worl
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